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            Portable Bidet 

Simple, Every Day Portable Travel Bidet by SmarterFresh 
Be Smarter, Get Fresher

Opera�on and Usage:

Contact us with ques�ons at support@smarterfresh.com.

Do NOT return product to retail store or online before contac�ng us. 

SmarterFresh portable bidet  is bigger  than the rest without being 

bulky & small enough to discretely tuck away or fit in a purse or bag. 

Specifica�ons:

·   Dark blue squeeze bo�le is 650 mL size, 

  weighing 25 ozs full, and just 4 ozs empty 

·   Holds more water than smaller bo�les, 

  elimina�ng the need to refill halfway 

  through cleaning 

·   Reduced leaking and  spilling to avoid 

         uninten�onal water release

·   7.5 inch curved nozzle for extensive 

   reach , wider spray, and precise aim

·   Surplus water capacity allows for "re-do"  

if water is  ini�ally aimed  incorrectly

·   Fresh and natural cleansing power for easy spray while on the go

·   Easy to fill with desired water temperature and able to use 

     anywhere your travels take you

·   Powerful, durable, high-grade bo�le that dries quickly and pack 

   away effortlessly  

·   Includes discreet SmarterFresh carrying bag to easily tuck bidet 

   into personal belongings  

·   Fill the SmarterFresh portable bidet with cool or warm 

     water and screw the nozzle cap on securely. Be sure to 

     use cau�on when using hot water.

·   Place a finger on the air lock to prevent the water from 

     leaking and prepare to turn the bo�le upside down. 

     Once inverted, water spray will start immediately, UNLESS 

     the air lock on the bo�om is  covered with your finger. 

·   When ready with bo�le in posi�on, release your finger 

     and allow spray to clean intended area.

·   Water will spray out so� and gentle, but pressure can be 

     increased by squeezing the SmarterFresh portable bidet 

     bo�le �ghter.  Adjust grip for desired water flow.

·   Prac�ce posi�oning bo�le at different angles, both front 

     and rear, to find best angle for your usage.

Model SF-P30
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